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“Adopters Welcome Here”

• History

• Philosophy

• Reduce Length of Stay 
Increase Adoptions

• Trust and Let Go of 
Baggage

• Remove Barriers and 
Increase Options

• Conversations Instead of 
Pass / Fail Applications

• Support After Adoption

• Research



HAVE YOU EVER…

1. Brought a pet home even though your 
spouse or partner said “no more pets”?

2. Brought a pet home even though your 
apartment had a “no pets” policy?

3. Given away a pet or had to find a home 
for a pet that you owned?

4. Had to leave your pet alone for 8 or 
more hours a day?

5. Had two dogs that did not get along?

6. Let your cat outside?

7. Not had a pet savings fund?

8. Lost a pet?

If you answered “yes” to any of these 
questions, under current policies, we would 
not adopt a pet to you!



PARADIGM SHIFT

FROM PREVENTING “BAD PEOPLE” ADOPTING TO CELEBRATING PARTNERS IN LIFE SAVING



OUR PHILOSOPHY TODAY

1. We trust people and our community.

2. We always look for ways to make an 
adoption happen, not turn one down.

3. We take a conversational approach and ask 
open-ended questions rather than a pass / 
fail application.

4. We are respectful of the customer’s 
experience and knowledge, and we assume 
the customer wants to help animals.

5. We cater to the individual – the person and 
the pet – with flexible guidelines and 
creative solutions in each situation.

6. We provide support to families before, 
during and after the adoption to make 
adoptions successful.

7. We provide exceptional customer service to 
all of our customers.

8. We hope that every adoption results in a 
long-term placement of a pet in a new home 
but we view returns as an opportunity to 
learn more about our adopters and our pets 
to make better matches next time. 



OUR GOALS

REDUCE LENGTH OF STAY ADOPT MORE PETS INTO HOMES



LET GO OF OLD BAGGAGE
WE’RE REMOVING THESE REQUIREMENTS 

Proof of Landlord Approval All Family Members Must 
Meet the Pet

No Gift Adoptions

 We trust that adopters have 
done their homework.

 Calling a landlord does not 
guarantee that an animal will 
not be returned.

 We offer information on pet-
friendly rentals if appropriate.

 We trust adopters have had 
conversations with their 
spouses and roommates.

 We trust parents to be parents 
and to make good decisions for 
their families.

 Making adopters bring their 
entire family to the adoption 
center does not guarantee a 
great match.

 While we still highly encourage 
gift certificates instead of 
actual pets, we are OK with gift 
adoptions if the person giving 
the gift has shared 
responsibility in caring for the 
pet.



LET GO OF OLD BAGGAGE
WE’RE REMOVING THESE REQUIREMENTS 

Proof of Veterinary Care for
Pets at Home 

Cats or Kittens Can Never  
Be Let Outside

Required Meet and Greets

 We trust that adopters who 
have pets at home can access 
veterinary care.

 Most people don’t carry their 
pets medical records with 
them.

 We offer information on 
affordable veterinary care 
through our Animal Wellness 
Clinic.

 We encourage all cat adopters 
to keep their cats indoors, 
however, we recognize that 
some people will let their cat 
outdoors.

 It’s our job to educate every 
cat and kitten adopter about 
how to provide a safe “outdoor 
experience.”

 For adopters wanting a 100% 
outdoor cat, we direct them to 
our Working Cat program.

 We still provide dog-to-dog 
introductions as a service to 
adopters, but we don’t require 
it.

 We trust that people know 
their pets and can make good 
decisions when given useful 
information and guidance.

 A successful meet and greet at 
the shelter does not guarantee 
a good match at home.



RESTRICTIONS DO 
NOT GUARANTEE A 
GOOD ADOPTION
Though these former restrictions were 
put in place with the best of intentions, 
these restrictions really only made us 
feel better.  Unrealistic requirements 
on pet adoptions do not guarantee that 
animals find perfect homes!



HOW CHANGES IMPACT 
OUR  VOLUNTEERS
We are not asking staff or volunteers 
to do anything that you are not 
comfortable doing.  If you are not sure 
what to say or do, find a member of 
the management team.  

You will now see potential adopters 
walking “our” dogs around campus 
and visiting unsupervised.  Don’t freak 
out!



THE CONVERSATION POINTS

The adoption process at SMVHS may look a little different than that of other organizations. In general, the process to adopt a 
pet is as follows:

1. Customers check in with the front desk to find out where adoptable dogs and cats are located throughout the shelter.  
2. Have customers look around at the dogs and cats available for adoption and pick their favorites to meet.  Staff members 

and volunteers are available to answer questions and provide detailed information about every pet available for adoption 
in the shelter. 

3. Generally we go by the rule of “first come, first served” when it comes to adoptions, which is determined by who meets 
the animal first. 

4. When a customer has found “the one,” the perfect dog or cat for their family, the customer should alert staff or 
volunteers at the front desk. The adoption counseling staff or volunteers will tell the customer everything we know about 
the pet’s history, personality, needs and health. We invite the rest of the household, including resident dogs, to meet the 
dogs that a customer is interested in but we do not require “meet and greets.”

5. To make sure we are making the best “match” between a family and a new pet, staff and volunteer adoption counselors 
may  review the following  topics with the adopter in a conversational style: 

a. Tell me about why you selected (pet’s name) and how he/she fits into your lifestyle?
b. Describe your plans for exercising (pet’s name)?
c. How many hours of the day are you away from home?
d. Are children or other people at home ok with a new pet addition to the family?
e. What questions do you have?  How else can I do to help you?



THE CONVERSATION POINTS

In the event you believe that an adoption should be denied, be sensitive to 

the pet parent’s needs. He or she may be greatly disappointed; how you 

communicate will create an educated and understanding supporter or a 

confused and potentially difficult adversary. Because denying an adoption 

is a delicate situation, poor communication can create a misunderstanding. 

Using tact and diplomacy and offering alternatives to a denied adopter is 

critically important. 

There are 5 main reasons that SMVHS would not allow someone to adopt 

an animal: 

 Potential adopter is intoxicated.

 Potential adopter has a known history of animal abuse or neglect.

 Potential adopter has intent to eat or sell animal for food.

 Potential adopter has intent to house an adopted animal 100% 

outdoors without shelter from the elements.

 Potential adopter has intent to perform unnecessary alterations to the 

animal such as declawing, debarking, and tail docking.

Why don’t we deny for more reasons? Because we have found that 

invasive questioning and/or written applications don’t guarantee a lifelong 

match. We are respectful of the customer’s experience and knowledge, 
and assume they come from a place of wanting to help animals.



THE ADOPTION PROCESS
1. Once a family has met a dog or cat, we can begin the 

adoption process.
2. A staff member or volunteer should assemble the 

animal’s adoption folder, Purina® dog or cat food, and 
any additional records for the “Welcome Home” kit.

3. Our animal management software is called PetPoint.  In 
PetPoint terminology, adoptions are processed as an 
“Outcome.” A staff member or volunteer must be 
assigned the role of “User” to process an “Outcome.”

4. From the PetPoint home screen, choose Outcome Type 
(Adoption, Return To Owner, etc.)

5. Add Person.
6. Add Animal.
7. Add Outcome Details and click Submit Outcome.
8. Print documentation, including the 24PetWatch Gift of 

Insurance information for an Adoption, receipts, and 
contracts from the Summary tab.

9. Offer appropriate veterinary and behavior resources to 
support the new pet in his or her new home.

10. Send the new family member home!



INITIAL FOLLOW-UP AFTER ADOPTION
Phone Call-Completed 3 to 5 days after adoption day:

Document Date of Call: [Date Field]               Live Answer: Y/N             Voice Mail:  Y/N

1.            Do you still have the dog / cat that you adopted from SMVHS?  Y/N
2.            Are there any health or behavior issues with your new pet that you are concerned about? Y/N  

If YES, please ask adopter to describe and we offer assistance. [Text field.]
4.            Have you enrolled your pet in the free pet health insurance program that we provided at the time of adoption? Y/N 

If NO, provide phone number and instructions.
5.            How would you rate your overall experience with SMVHS, our adoption process, and your new pet?  

Excellent / Pretty Good / Needs Improvement / Poor  [Text field for comments.]

Email- Completed if No Answer to 3 to 5 day call:

Dear New Adopter,

Thank you for adopting a new dog or cat from Santa Maria Valley Humane Society!  Would you please take a minutes to reply to this email tell 
us how you and your new four-legged family member are doing?  Please share any concerns, fun stories or exciting adventures that you and 
your pet have experienced so far.  We are here to help you and your pet create a successful new relationship!  

Santa Maria Valley Humane Society offers dog training classes and behavior consulting. This is a great opportunity for you to work with a 
certified dog training in a small group environment to help you with any training or behavior questions you may have.  If you have not yet 
signed up for Bark University, please click this link:  {INSERT LINK} to pick the class that you want to attend.  When you check out, use the 
code SMVHS to receive the discounted prices. Thank you, again, for adopting a pet from Santa Maria Valley Humane Society!  We look 
forward to staying in touch with you!

Very Best Regards,
Adoption Program Manager



“ADOPTERS 
WELCOME HERE”
Santa Maria Valley Humane Society 
is working with our community to 
save the lives or more dogs and 
cats.


